UPPE RECYCLING PROGRAM
100% used plastic bottles

Raw materials
Process

From bottle to Quick Folding Tent tops and walls.

Waste bottle → bottle workshop → washing, crushing separating → fore-Spinning room

Crystalization tower + drying tower

Melting, filtering, adding master batch, extrude yarn

Spinng workshop

Cooling, oiling

Winding workshop

Finished product

Balance workshop

Finished product

Spinng workshop

Cooling, oiling

Post-spinning room

Weaving Dept

QFT printing dept
QFT sewing plant

Finished Product Warehouse

Stand 24H, Screening qualified products

Fujian Baichuan Resources Recycling science & Technology CO LTD + Uppe manufactoring
Process visuals

Raw material

Washing, crushing, separating
Process visuals

Yarn winding room

Uppe printing room
Recycled zipper

All the materials are made from recycled polyester yarn. Except for the slider.
Recycled fabric

Our recycled fabric made from 100% recycled yarn.
Sewing plant &
Final product
TAKE YOUR SHARE!

Ultimate promotion partners europe
Tielerweg 41
4191 NE Geldermalsen
Nederland

Phone: +31 (0) 345 568 797

info@uppe.nl